
 

Location: Aberdeen, United Kingdom 

Term: Full time, Permanent 

Salary: Competitive, dependent on experience 

 

Aeon Geoscience is a young, ambitious technology start-up delivering software products and services for the Oil and 

Gas sector. We aim to deliver cutting edge technology to our clients throughout the industry with our platform AEON 

and looking to grow our team following our recent success. With an encouraging portfolio of development scheduled 

over the next 12 months and the need to expend expertise to meet these milestones we require an experienced Full 

Stack developer to join the team. 

About the Role 

We are seeking an experienced developer who can work across a wide range of technologies and languages and 

cares deeply about quality, craftsmanship and customer priorities. You will be delivering sophisticated, web-based 

tools and analysis to a professional usergroup; turning research into products and planning how new research can 

contribute to the product road map. 

Key Responsibilities: 

• Delivering high quality front end (React/JavaScript) and back end (Ruby on Rails, MySQL) code. 

• Testing and test automation. Performance optimisation, scalability, security, and bug fixing 

• Sprint planning, issue definition, code reviews and standards, testing and test automation 

• Contributing to product road map and architecture. Evaluating and picking appropriate technology 

components 

• Working with customers and team members to define requirements and offer feedback 

About You 

You’re dynamic, proactive and enthusiastic, able to multi-task and focus on the detail, without losing sight of the bigger 

picture. Structured and organised you deliver on your commitments and manage your workload around the business 

priorities. Overall, you’ll be committed to the success of the project, and a great team player. 

Must Haves: 

• Minimum 2:1 degree in a relevant subject 

• A proactive, structured approach, attention to detail and motivation to deliver 

• Demonstrable experience of professional software development 

• Experience working with and testing the existing stack 

• Experience delivering web based applications 

• Knowledge of a broad range of programming languages 

• Experience writing SQL/HTML/JavaScript 

 

We are building a team who are motivated by collaboration with the desire to solve problems for our customers. We 

want people to own their field of responsibility, take decisions, be proactive and have pride in everything they do. 

Unfortunately, at this current time, we cannot accept applications that require sponsorship for an employment visa. 

 


